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Book Descriptions:

brownie six-20 model f manual

The books of the nonbrownie cameras are mainly found elsewhere on the web. You can see them
online right now readable with Adobe Acrobat Reader and save the printable PDF version. Its all
about having some fun.This well made Brownie features an light brown leather cloth covered metal
body, gilt metalwork, brass fittings, and two brilliant viewfinders. This camera has a very useful
builtin sliding portrait lens for closeups and a yellow filter for use with black and white film. It has a
2pin flash contact for flash pictures, tripod sockets for horizintal and vertical use, and a shutter
safety catch that helps eliminate double exposures. This camera also features a cable release socket
which is uncommon on Brownie cameras. Variations This camera had a relatively short production
run without any variations that I know of.This is a higherquality workhorse of a camera from a great
series produced in the UK for 20 years, starting in 1937. These box cameras were manufactured to
last using heavyduty sheetmetal. I come across Six20 Brownie cameras often at flea markets and
yard sales, and rarely does one not work. The Six20 Brownie Model F is a less common model of the
Six20 Brownie series. Its all about having some fun.You can either see them online right now or
download the printable PDF version readable with Adobe Acrobat Reader. You probably already
have it, if not get a free copy here. Assembly Assembly Shutter Spring Shutter Movement Shutter
Viewfinder Mirror Viewfinder Box Front Lens Lenses Top Lens Key Key Key Back Back Back Latch
Holder Replacement of Guide Roller Slide Replacement of Closeup Slide Contacts Models D, E and F
Model E. Figure 1 illustrates the earlier Model D. Hammer. Nose. Handle. It is a simple, robust and
efficient mechanism of fewThe assemblyFig. 1. Lift the righthand edge of the light guard on the top
of the shutter bracket.In these models the light guard has been omitted. Do not lose the shutterlock
lever from the Models E and F.http://derby.com.np/userfiles/dameware-manual.xml

brownie six-20 model f manual, brownie six-20 model f manual pdf, brownie six-20
model f manual download, brownie six-20 model f manual instructions, brownie six-20
model f manual transmission.

At the same time ease theRemove the spring, sliding out the upper endEase the coil of the spring
over theSpring It is possible to removeThis will bring into view the spring stud of the shutter. Lift off
this end of theSteady the loose end of the spring with the thumb, andIf difficulty is experienced, it
isNote that the loop or coil of the spring shouldA piece of rod or circular woodFig. 1. Remove the
exposure button spring, as in Operation 3. Lift the plate of the exposure button away from theSee
that the triangular slot engagesDo not use oil. With the lugsThis will also release the front name
plate. Bend over the lugs with pliers and then tapMake sure that the name plate is centered
correctly. Turn down the retaining lugs and flatten them with the aid of aPolish with a Selvyt. Cloth,
using a light rotary motion. If the lens is very dirty, use a little Kodak Lens Cleaning Solution on
theAvoid excessive pressure and unnecessaryFigs. 1 and 3. If the body structure itself is damaged,
repair is not possible, and a complete replacement of the caseThe top lens of the finder can now be
removed andOpen the camera back, withdraw the roll holder and, using aInsert the lugs of the key
into the slots in the camera sideBend the lugs outwards and tap flat with a smallThe back is now
free. When they are in register, insert the hinge pin, usingInsert new rivets with the heads on the
outside of the cameraThe rollers may be removed and cleaned, if. Oil must notFig. 3. Bend out the
drilled lugs holding the guide roller in place. The lugs should be bent no more than isBend back the
drilled lugs forming the bushes at either end of the roller in such aIf there is any stiffness in
working,Oil must not beFig. 4. The slide which houses the closeup lens runs in a guide channel
immediately behind the shutter
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Ease the guide channel backTake care to retain theMake certain that the cutout atD and E
synchronized for class F and M flashbulbs As a result the Brownie Flash TesterAs the
contactsEquipment Services, for checking on an electronic shutter tester. Hood Assembly Plate
Assembly Front Finder Lens Complete Retainer Plate Complete Spring Spring Assembled Upper
Lower Plate Complete Mounted Plate Complete Holder Complete Model C. You must ask by the
specific brand and file name So all Autographic are grouped, Brownie are grouped, Juniors are
grouped, Many of the folding cameras work basically are the same. Many take 120 If buying 120
film, check the PROCESSING price. Color may be cheaper. The Films and Plates 38. The Model B
follows an original version from 1934 which had a more rounded case and opened in two halves. On
the early model the BI shutter selector was around the lens. The other controls are arranged around
the lens with two levers giving a choice of three distances and three apertures labelled f11, 16 and
22 B Only See Manual. Of course, with modern films, the manual isnt particularly useful in terms of
exposure.Although the actual film is the same as 120 film, the spools are different. The 620 spools
are slightly shorter and have a smaller diameter. Do not use 120 film in this camera because it will
jam and may snap. It is possible to cut down a spool of 120 film to fit or to respool some 120 film
onto 620 spools in a darkroom or changing bag. For quick snapshots, hold it firmly against your
body. It is based on the Sunny 16 rule.If you are not sure about the light level, err on the side of
overexposure i.e. assume the lower light level. The tables also assume that the sun is at least 30
degrees above the horizon thats 10am 5pm on a summers day in the UK. The US and UK models
were entirely different in both construction and artdeco facia. Both took eight 6x9cm images on 620
film. Introduced in March 1933, it was made until April 1941.

The KODAK Six20 Brownie Junior is also similar, but with a different faceplate, and without the
focusing lens.The shutter release was on the side, equipped with a cablerelease socket. Saying no
will not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please
update to the latest version. Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook
accounts. Escape will close this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your
preferences in your account settings.Learn more Please Log in to subscribe.Register to confirm your
address. But salvation comes through confession and I have a confession I am a Camera Junkie. I
tried to hide this fact by saying I was a Camera Collector. Not just any camera collector, but a
creamofthecrop “Canon Collector”. I was one of a noble and valiant few protecting modern treasure
from the ravages of time. But, alas, it was a sham, a cover, an alibi. I told myself it was beautiful, in
mint condition and historically important. But it was not Canon. Then there was the Zorki b. But it
was so inexpensive and interesting. And then the Leotax. And look at all the Canons I have! And put
film in it! There, in Craig’s list, was an ad for a Brownie Target Six20 box camera in excellent
condition. Well, that sounded like fun. The Hawkeye thing had gone well and it would be fun to try
shooting this old camera. And besides, the earliest camera I remember was a black box camera like
this. Maybe not the same model, I don’t recall, but it looked the same. So I emailed the seller and
made contact. Well, this camera was not just in excellent condition, it looked new out of the box.
Well, actually it was still in the box, the original box. And it had the original Instruction manual. I
was immediately in the throes of my addiction. My palms began to sweat, my heart raced, my head
swam. As I write this the Six20 is before me on the desk giving me warmth and inspiration. Oh, my
Precious!

Well, examining it proves that to be the case. Lindy was of mixed feelings about parting with it as it
was her fathers and, although Rod enjoys photography, they know they will never use it. The
opening itself is the “film plane” where the film rests. That fact is hard to miss when you open the
camera. Over the years it sacrificed itself to protect the camera inside it. One end flap was missing
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and the rest was pretty dog eared. But there is no question what it is! It would be nice if it was in
better condition but it is good enough to show you how the camera was sold. And as I said, it
certainly did its job protecting the camera for all these years. This is all set out in the Instruction
Manual which you can see below. These were immensely popular at the time and it was these little
people that gave Kodak the name for their new camera. The Brownie Target Six20 is a “box
Brownie” meaning that it is a simple box. This “box” camera design was produced from 1900 into
the early 1960’s with various modifications and names. And there is a “bulb” setting which means
that the shutter stays open for as long as the shutter is pressed.The camera uses 620 film but the
trick is that the two films are identical with the single exception of the reel ends; the 620 reel has a
smaller diameter flange at the ends of the reel. This allows the camera to load film into a smaller
space. All you have to do is go into a dark room and respool the 120 film onto 620 reels. Once you
have done it once, it is easy. But save those 620 reels they are becoming hard to find. Don’t try to
force the 120 reel into this camera. The reels will go in, but they won’t turn. Whether it’s a rare
Canon FP “Black” or a “box” Brownie, I love it and I get the same excitement from both. Get news of
what we’re doing sent to you when we post something new. So does anyone know how to open up
the old kodak brownie cameras.

My dad just brought home a Target Brownie Six20 from some job site, figured itd be fun to try out if
its still light tight and everything. Brownie Target Six16 and Six20. There are two manual versions
here, one follows the other. eBay.com eBay.co.uk eBay.ca ITS FUN! Get your copy of Collectors
Guide to Kodak Cameras and check out all the great books and cool stuff in This site is not affiliated
with Eastman Kodak. Rubber board subsidy application form kerala kaumudi, Google apps guide pdf,
Homeownership option program agency annual report, Br 4 klassik petition definition, Cpro user
guide. Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Something went wrong. View
cart for details.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. The Brownie Reflex 20 was probably the last 620film camera to be made by Kodak. See the
hintsntipssection for details. You can then request identifications or estimates.You can add your own
dates. Visit and complete the calendar. The launch of this mode is attributed to Disderi. Here,
everyone of you can add his own.From the collection of DF. Last update 20150122 par Eric Borel.
Advanced Gday Sign in to bid or buy eBay Deals Coles on eBay Help Sell Watch List Expand Watch
list Loading. Something went wrong. Sell on eBay Sell Box Cameras User Agreement, Privacy,
Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. I have 4 vintage cameras I plan on
shooting in different places. Would love suggestions on unique or odd places to shoot them. Brownie
Target Six20 1946. Lente; Meniscus 75mm. Rotary Shutter. Epson Perfection V500 Scanner.
Lightroom 3Lentille meniscus. Obturareur Rotary. Vitesses B, Instant. Deux ouvertures. Film 616.
Annee 194146. Target Brownie Six20 Canadien Lentille meniscus. Obturateur Rotary. Vitesses B,
Instant. Deux ouvertures. Film 120. Annee 1941. Lentille meniscus. Obturareur Rotary. Vitesses B,
Instant. Deux ouvertures. Film 616. Annee 194146.

Target Brownie Six20 Canadien Lentille meniscus. Obturateur Rotary. Vitesses B, Instant. Deux
ouvertures. Film 120. Annee 1941. Kodak D76 11. Kodak Brownie Target Six20 1946. Lente
Meniscus. Obturador Shutter Rotary. Lightroom 3. Epson Perfection V500 ScannerFatos Divertidos
A camera Brownie Target Six20 era uma camera muito popular. Embora o numero total dessas
cameras que foram feitas seja um tanto misterioso, certamente estava la em cima com os modelos
mais feitos. O Brownie Target Six20 ainda e popular entre os fotografos de filmes por causa do
tamanho do filme de 620, que e facilmente reutilizavel There are 2 apertures, wide open and
stopped down. To get the stopped down aperture, pull up on the tab in the front top center. This
image is best viewed in Large screen. Thankyou for your visit, and any faves or comments are always
sincerely appreciated. Sonja It has an horizontal and vertical view finders that show magnified
images. Fitted with a single meniscus lens for taking pictures from eight feet to infinity without



focusing, accompanied with a simple snapshot or time exposure shutter. This is likely one of the
most common Kodak cameras made.Britannia Heritage Shipyard Park, Richmond, BC.Britannia
Heritage Shipyard Park, Richmond, BC. April 22, 2012. For roll film size 620. Became Brownie
Target Six20 camera in 1946. Brownie Target Six20 1946. Lente; Meniscus 75mm. Rotary Shutter.
Epson Perfection V500 Scanner. Lightroom 3. Nik Silver Efex Pro 2Im guessing these variations
might be an indicator of the date of manufacture, but I dont know what variation corresponds to
what period of time.The internal lens is a meniscus fixed focus lens, which is a common type of lens
used in box cameras. The camera would have originally used 620 film, and on a standard roll would
have produced eight 6 by 9 cm frames on the negative. The front face plate of the camera features a
very stylish artdeco design; which very typical of the period.

The rear cover of the camera is covered in a thin layer of imitation leather. Most of the inside of the
camera itself is actually made of wood, with exception of the shutter mechanism and film guide in
the film chamber. I picked this camera up recently at a local yard sale for five dollars. The shutter
mechanism appears to be ceased, however this is really not a problem as I intend to use it primarily
as a decor piece. While pulling up the rivet, pull on the front face plate and the rear cover of the
camera will separate from the main chassis.They are that reliable. There may come a day when
technology fails us. I will still be able to get a shot. Provided I can obtain film. C22 colorprocess was
found inside the Kodak Brownie Target Six20.It appeared exposures were made on the roll since it
was wind all the way to the end on the takeup 620 metallic spool while inside the camera. From the
research I have made on what C22 is all about, there are only a few labs around who has the
capability of processing C22, which requires a long turnaround time plus a rather costly fee for what
is it to do so. I had no idea what was on the mystery roll, half expected and hoping for.Does anyone
out there know where the pictures were taken. I am guessing its around the Golden Gate Heights
neighborhood in San Francisco.It appeared exposures were made on the roll since it was wind all
the way to the end on the takeup 620 metallic spool while inside the camera. From the research I
have made on what C22 is all about, there are only a few labs around who has the capability of
processing C22, which requires a long turnaround time plus a rather costly fee for what is it to do
so. I had no idea what was on the mystery roll, half expected and hoping for.Does anyone out there
know where the pictures were taken. I am guessing its around the Golden Gate Heights
neighborhood in San Francisco. Note Image scanned with color negative setting.

www.airportlimofortlauderdale.net/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162
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C22 colorprocess was found inside the Kodak Brownie Target Six20.It appeared exposures were
made on the roll since it was wind all the way to the end on the takeup 620 metallic spool while
inside the camera. From the research I have made on what C22 is all about, there are only a few labs
around who has the capability of processing C22, which requires a long turnaround time plus a
rather costly fee for what is it to do so. I had no idea what was on the mystery roll, half expected and
hoping for.Does anyone out there know where the pictures were taken. I am guessing its around the
Golden Gate Heights neighborhood in San Francisco.It appeared exposures were made on the roll
since it was wind all the way to the end on the takeup 620 metallic spool while inside the camera.
From the research I have made on what C22 is all about, there are only a few labs around who has
the capability of processing C22, which requires a long turnaround time plus a rather costly fee for
what is it to do so. I had no idea what was on the mystery roll, half expected and hoping for.Does
anyone out there know where the pictures were taken. I am guessing its around the Golden Gate
Heights neighborhood in San Francisco. Note Image scanned with black and white negative setting.
She is wearing jeans and cowboy boots, a shortsleeved white blouse and sunglasses. The car is
registered in the state of California and equipped with fender skirts and optional chrome bumper
ends. Country of origin USA Unfortunately I was experiencing technical difficulties with my battery
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pack and the shoot didnt happen. After an hour or so of kicking several ideas around we came up
with this. His name is Creeper Larry and he is a creep. Contact me, Dont be shy. Lets create art!
Facebook Me! He has been sharing with me some of his older camera equipment that he has held on
to over the years. He let me know that he had a Kodak Camera Box to share with me and thought it
was probably my grandfathers.

The Brownie Target Six20 is one of the later models of Box Brownies produced by Kodak, which sold
in the late 1940s. Looks to be in pretty good shape and glad we still have it in the family. Strobist
info SB800 overtop point down with 20 degree grid SB800 camera right 10 degree grid LumoPro
160 camera left 30 degree grids A texture layer added just to frame the shot. Then I took a handheld
three frame HDR of my eye because I thought it gave it an interesting, mysterious Houdini era vibe
though this is a 1930s camera and a bit after his time The pic was not processed as a monotone or
sepia these are the actual colors. Follow BokehImage.com on Twitter. Strobist DataPentax K10D.
Wireless Flash Mode Off. HotShoe Adapters AttachedPentax AF360FGZ. Location Just above
camera. Softbox Attached. Mode PTTL. If you continue browsing, we’ll assume that you are happy to
receive all our cookies. You can change your cookie settings at any time.This website has been
optimised for use on newer browsers.To give you the best possible shopping experience, we
recommend you update your browser to a newer version. First introduced by Kodak in 1955 and
discontinued soon after in 1957, the model F was a deluxe edition from the Six 20 brownie series. It
features brass fitments, contacts for flash, tripod mount, built in portrait lens and yellow filter and a
shutter safety catch to prevent double exposures. This one comes complete with its own matching
carry case. Takes 620 film hence the name.Camera dimensions approx 3 by 4 by 4 inches.
Cosmetically in very good condition for its age.Start browsing with our suggestions below. First
introduced by Kodak in 1955 and discontinued soon after in 1957, the model F was a deluxe edition
from the Six 20 brownie series. It features brass fitments, contacts for flash, tripod mount, built in
portrait lens and yellow filter and a shutter safety catch to prevent double exposures. This one
comes complete with its own matching carry case.

Takes 620 film hence the name.Camera dimensions approx 3 by 4 by 4 inches. Cosmetically in very
good condition for its age.Standard UK delivery is 3.95 per order, so youre only charged once no
matter how many items you have in your basket. Any additional courier charges will be applied at
checkout as they vary depending on delivery address. Standard UK delivery is currently free, no
matter how many items you have in your basket. Any additional courier charges will be applied at
checkout as they vary depending on delivery address. You can find out more about delivery and
returns in our help section. You have the option of a full refund or exchange for an alternative item
from the range. Each item is then priced, photographed and listed on this site by our amazing team
of volunteers from across the country. We rely on your donations to sell online so please keep the
cycle of goodness going! We sell a variety of donated clothes and accessories, books, and
homewares. We also offer Fairtrade food, new gifts, greetings cards, new jewellery and green
products. Call us for more information. You are currently using an outdated browser. To optimise
your browsing experience, please update your browser. Suitable for 620 filmBy clicking on an item
on our website, you agree to our use of cookies. Learn more about our cookies and your options. The
Flash B is very similar to the Brownie Flash IV, adding a twospeed shutter but lacking a tripod
bush.It had a horizontally striped front panel and two builtin brilliant finders. A flash could be
connected to it using the Kodak screwandpin mounting on the users left side. The style of the front
plate changed, plastic wind on knobs introduced and flash contacts added. But much of the original
tooling was still used in their manufacture. Given that Kodaks drive had always been to simplify
photography and make it accessible to everyone, part of that philosophy meant that the camera had
to be cheap.

In order to achieve this the construction was well thought out and optimized for the minimum of



operations during manufacture. The camera body was formed from a single piece of sheet steel,
stamped then folded into a box, and spot welded along its base. Into this was slid a pressed steel
tray to form the film chamber and shutter bay, this was held in place with adhesive, both to hold it in
place and make a light tight seal. The entre shutter and supplementary lens assembly was of
multiple pressed steel components riveted in place then inserted into the front bay. Few fixings
requiring threads were used, many of the components were held in place by simple fold over tabs.
The back and front were pressed steel components, the back being hinged and the front a press fit
onto indentations, allowing removal for cleaning. C models were basic cameras, D models had close
up supplementary lenses that could be drawn into use with a tab and E models added similarly
deployed yellow filter, shutter lock and cable release for timed exposures. Finish was matt black
paint internally, gloss black externally and a faux leather covering to the main shell. The front name
plate varied between models and was glued in place. A simple carry handle was fitted between two
decorative rivets in the top, the strap is missing on this example. Shutter speed and aperture were
fixed and optimized for bright daylight outside. The variations in exposure would be compensated for
during the printing process.


